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Abstract

This paper gives an overview of the current Papillon web server and the services it provides.
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Résumé

Cet article donne un aperçu du site web Papillon et des services fournis.
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Introduction

One of the main Papillon project’s objectives is to provide a web server where Papillon contributor will find
different services. After an intensive work, the developers (mainly Mathieu Mangeot-Lerebours and Gilles
Sérasset) have finally achieved the core of this dynamic web server.

Most of the services are now unimplemented and the implemented ones are currently in a beta version, but we
finally succeeded in opening the first version of the Papillon web server. This server is accessible through the
URL: «!http://www.papillon-dictionary.org/!».

This paper presents the current state of this server. We will first give an external overview of the server, then we
will discuss and present it’s implementation. We will describe the implemented services give some perspectives
on the services that are planned.

1 External view of the Papillon web server

When entering the Papillon web site, the user is welcomed by a page summarizing the main objectives of the
Papillon project. Like every other page of the Papillon web site, this page is composed of 3 parts:
• A header, used to navigate inside the main sections of the web site (Part I). All pages share this header.
• A menu, that provides a quick access to different links (Part II). This menu is always present, but the links

may vary depending on the section or the user.
• A content (Part III) that is specific to the page.

Part I

Part II

Part III
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1.1 “Information” section

The information section is the central place where any user should find any information concerning the Papillon
project, from its objectives to its current implementation. It currently offers 2 services:
• A mailing list archive.

• A document repository.

The mailing list archive provides a searchable archive of all mails exchanged by Ppillon partners through the
official papillon mailing list. The Information repository offers a searchable repository of different documents
providing information about the Papillon project. Here, the user can find different documents containing:
• Some general information about the papillon project

• Published articles related to the Papillon project
• Information about the development of Papillon’s server and tools

• The description of the different dictionaries available on the server
• Some simple “How To” recipes on tasks involved by the Papillon project

• Other miscellaneous information

These services are detailed in section 3.

1.2 “Consultation” section

The consultation section is the place where the user has access to the lexical data available on the Papillon
server. This section currently offers a unique general interface giving access to all the dictionaries (as in [2]).

This integrated interface gives access to the dictionaries belonging to the “Purgatory layer” (as defined in [3]) as
well as to the Papillon multilingual dictionary itself (Paradise layer, see [13, 14]).

1.2.1 Purgatory layer

This interface will require more development as the general interface is not informative enough to be used by
general users (number of entries available for each dictionary, macrostructure of each dictionary…). However, it
is currently functional. Hence, if I am looking at the Headword “meurtre” (murder) in the French Vietnamese
dictionary, I’ll get the following result:

This output is a formatted view of the data stored in the Papillon web site. This view may be customized easily,
however, in the current implementation, this customization cannot be done directly by a user, as the
customization interface is not implemented yet.

Several views are available for each dictionary. Among these views, the XML view faithfully reflects the
structure of each dictionary (every dictionary is stored in XML format).
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1.2.2 Paradise layer

Asking for the same headword (“meurtre”) in the Papillon dictionary will lead to the following result (see [4, 5,
6]. As see above, the result is presented in a customizable form. But, when dealing with entries of the Paradise
layer (of the Papillon dictionary per se), we are also able to present entries from other languages that correspond
to the same interlingual acception as defined in [7, 8] and prototyped in [1] (in our example, in Japanese and
Malay).
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1.3 “Edition” section

The “Edition” section is the place where the user will be able to contribute to the Papillon dictionary. He will be
able to correct existing entries and add new ones in the dictionary. This section is not implemented yet as it
require a lot of development (management of private user spaces, interface to the Papillon dictionary’s
microstructure…).

Until now, users willing to contribute entries to the dictionary may use his favorite XML editor to produce a
valid Papillon entry. Then send it to the Papillon web site maintainer who will add it to the web site. You should
send an email to the Papillon web site maintainer to get an example of a Papillon entry.

1.4 “Contacts” section

This section gives addresses of persons in charge of the Papillon project.

1.5 “Help” section

This section will contain documents describing the Papillon web site and giving simple help on the web site
organization.

2 Software architecture

Papillon web site is a dynamic web site built with the “Enhydra” framework (an open source Java Application
Server). This framework provides different tools and managers that are extensively used by the Papillon
application.
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The Papillon application features a 3-tier architecture:
• The presentation layer contains code that specifies the graphical user interface (GUI) of this application. In

our context, this GUI is implemented through a standard web browser. Hence, contains HTML templates
and JAVA classes that implement the GUI behavior.

• The business layer contains the classes that are specific to the Papillon application.
• The data layer contains the persistent classes and the methods that perform the database requests.

With this architecture, it will be easy to adapt the Papillon application to a different context. To adapt it to be
used on cellular phone, we will only modify the presentation layer and provide HTML data (for I-mode phones)
or WML file for WAP phones. It will also be relatively easy to adapt the data layer to a XML database.

All requests to the Papillon application are served through a load balancer that distributes requests among
different machines. Hence, it will be easy to handle more and more requests without involving any additional
development.

The Enhydra framework allows a clear separation between the presentation code (that implements the behavior
of the GUI) and the HTML templates (that specify the appearance of the GUI). Hence, the appearance may be
modified by graphic designers with no particular knowledge of any programming language (unlike PHP or ASP
pages).

3 Implemented services

Among the services currently provided by the Papillon application, the user will find an information repository
and a mailing list archive.

3.1 Information documents repository

The Papillon application is organized to allow contributive work from Internet users. In our context, users are
not only able to provide lexical data. They are also able to provide additional information that has to be
integrated to the Papillon web site.

For that purpose, users having the sufficient privileges will be able to easily upload documents that will be
integrated to the Papillon web site. When uploading such a document, users will provide its title, its author and
the section in which he want it to appear (for a list of available sections, see paragraph 1.1).

In this repository, we accept PDF documents, DOC or RTF (word) files, GIF or JPG images or a simple HTML
file. In addition to these kinds of files, we also accept a ZIP or TAR archive containing a whole HTML
document (consisting in different HTML and GIF/JPG files linked together) that will be integrated to the site.

When submitting a HTML document, the user only has to focus on its content. The Papillon server will
automatically add the header and menu composing the standard Papillon layout. The following figure shows
such a HTML document, as seen by any Papillon user after its addition in the repository.
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3.2 Mailing list archive

The Papillon project currently maintains a mailing list gathering all participants. This mailing list is a very
valuable resource for information. Hence an archive of this mailing list is really useful.

However, the Papillon mailing list is particular as it gathers participants from a lot of countries speaking about
languages. This fact leads to mails that use different encodings. None of the currently available mailing list tools
we know are able to correctly handle such different encodings. Hence, we had to patch one of them (MhonArc)
to handle these encodings.

Mails sent to the mailing list are converted to UTF-8, then uploaded into the Papillon database where they are
immediately available to be viewed by Papillon web site users.

This archive is searchable.

Conclusion and perspectives

The first beta release of the Papillon application is now available on the web. It provides some of the services
that are planned by the Papillon project. This release is a good starting point for the future developments of the
Papillon project.

We chose to first implement the tools that will allow Papillon partners to communicate easily. With a mailing list
archive and a document repository the partners will be able to complete the current phase that involves a lot of
specification and training. Moreover, the “Purgatory” layer (as defined in Mathieu Mangeot’s PhD Thesis) is
implemented, allowing users to get an integrated access to many dictionaries.

After a short debugging phase, we will be able to add new features to the Papillon application:
• Manage private user spaces in order to allow users to annotate (correct) the available entries
• Implement a simple specialized GUI to edit new Papillon entries (as in [9, 10, 11, 12]

• Implement a clean architecture to ease the application localization and provide versions in a lot of languages
• Experiment a WML access to the Papillon database (for cellular phones)

• Integrate tools to check the coherence and ease the management of the Papillon data
• Experiment with XML databases on the data layer.

• …

As Papillon is an opened project, this list of extensions will evolve in the time as users will get involved in the
specification of the project.
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